INVITATION
4th National Day
Large Research Infrastructures
Charles University, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics
19th November 2019, Prague

The Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports of the Czech Republic and the Faculty of Mathematics and Physics of Charles University are
honoured to invite you to take part in the 4th National Day of Large Research Infrastructures, to be held on 19th November 2019 in the
premises of LINDAT/CLARIAH-CZ large research infrastructure. This year´s conference programme will include in particular:
 Presentation of the 2019 update of Roadmap of Large Research
Infrastructures of the Czech Republic for the years 2016–2022,
with an outlook for the agenda development until 2030;

 Clustering of European research infrastructures as an instrument of finding joint solutions to common challenges by capitalising on synergies and developing joint strategy approaches;

 High-level strategy debate of Ministerial representatives on
benefits that the large research infrastructures bring to meet
the socioeconomic challenges of the Czech Republic;

 Merging the large research infrastructures of the Czech Republic into multi-node consortia in view of the capacity building
and extending portfolio of services offered to user community.

The conference programme will be accompanied by an optional tour to the Malach Centre for Visual History. During the poster
session individual large research infrastructures of the Czech Republic will be presented to the conference audience.

Participation in the conference will be free of charge. Detailed conference programme and info about the logistics and registration
are available on the official conference website.
https://www.vyzkumne-infrastruktury.cz/en/4thNationalDay2019/
The conference will be held in the English language without translation. The conference hall capacity is limited (150 seats). Stakeholders are, therefore, kindly asked to delegate up to 2 to 3 attendees per institution. Please forward any questions or concerns to
4thLRIsNationalDay@msmt.cz.

The National Days of Large Research Infrastructures are organised under the auspices of the Ministry of Education, Youth and
Sports – in collaboration with R&D stakeholders operating the large research infrastructures – as annual events addressing the most
up-to-date policy-making challenges thereof.

